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Guidelines for task team proposals 
 
CLIOTOP (CLimate Impacts on Oceanic TOp Predators) is an international program that began under 
GLOBEC in 2004, and now operates under the umbrella of the Integrated Marine Biosphere Research 
Programme (IMBeR: www.imber.org). The overall IMBeR goal is to: “Understand, quantify and 
compare historic, present and future structure and functioning of marine ecosystems, predict and 
project changes including developing future scenarios and options for securing or transitioning 
towards marine sustainability, and integrate these with ocean-human systems”. CLIOTOP is one of 
four regional or global programs that deliver to this IMBeR goal. 
 
The general objective of CLIOTOP is facilitate the organization of large-scale comparative efforts to 
elucidate key processes involved in the interaction between climate variability and change and 
human uses of the ocean on the structure of pelagic ecosystems and large marine species. CLIOTOP 
seeks to develop predictive capability for these socio-ecological systems and evaluate adaptation 
options to ensure future sustainability. 
 
Each year, CLIOTOP provides seed funding to support its task teams. Task teams are cross-
disciplinary, problem solving and output oriented, with varying life times (e.g. 6 months to 2 years). 
They bring together experts from domains needed to resolve overarching questions orientated 
around the goals of CLIOTOP and be consistent with the Grand Challenges and Innovative Challenges 
of CLIOTOP’s parent program IMBeR (www.imber.info) and in turn, the focus of Future Earth, of 
which IMBeR is a core project (www.futureearth.org). Task teams may be led by individuals or 
groups, tasks may be simple (e.g. writing a paper) or complex (developing new approaches to 
addressing a problem). Seed funding can be used to assist with bringing task team members 
together, contribute to funding for research projects or workshops, or assist with publication costs 
for example. Funding is limited so cannot cover all costs associated with a project or activity. 
 
Further details on CLIOTOPs science goals, it’s framework and current task teams can be found on 
the CLIOTOP website: www.imber.info/en/projects/imber/science/imber-regional-
programmes/cliotop 
 
Details of the IMBER programme and its science program can be found on the IMBER website: 
www.imber.info 
 
Task team nominations will be assessed by the CLIOTOP SSC against 6 key elements: 
 
1. What is being proposed by the task team and over what period?  
2. What outputs will be produced by the task team and what are the associated outcomes?  
3. How will the outputs from the task team address the overarching science questions of CLIOTOP?  
4. How will the task team help CLIOTOP meet its goals and in association meet the grand challenges 
and innovation challenges set by IMBeR?  
5. What resources is the task team expecting from CLIOTOP?  
6. How will those resources be used by the task team in achieving the expected outputs and 
outcomes from the task team? 
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Task teams will be expected to provide a short report to CLIOTOP on their activities which can be 
posted on the CLIOTOP website and included in regular activity reports to IMBeR. Task teams are 
expected to identify their alignment with CLIOTOP in any publications arising from their activities and 
to provide copies of any publications for listing on the CLIOTOP and IMBER websites. 
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